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Abstract: Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a brain 

developmental disorder which weakens the ability to communicate 
and interact with others. A child with autism spectrum disorder 
may have different, repetitive patterns of behaviour, interests or 
activities, including some specific signs. To diagnose the 
behaviour of ASD and identify the level of disease on the human is 
still a challenging task for the doctors. Only by the trained and 
experienced physician can identify the ASD immediately. The 
data set for autism problem consist of number of causes and the 
results based on the symptoms for ASD. So, Data mining 
algorithm is in need to organize and pattern the ASD details. The 
machine algorithms are available to classify the data in data 
mining works. In this proposed work, a machine learning 
algorithm called Support Vector Machine is used to classify the 
ASD children accurately. SVM is one of the classification 
algorithms which finding the hyper plane that maximizes the 
margin between the two classes. Though SVM give better 
identification of disease, some children have their unique nature 
which hides their problem of ASD easily. So, to diagnose the 
problem accurately, the user defined SVM parameters are tuned 
by optimization algorithm called Differential Evolutionary 
Algorithm. DE is an optimization algorithm used to find the 
optimal solution of SVM parameters. Further, to improve the 
performance of the proposed method, the dimension reduction 
technique is followed to reduce the SVM and ANN network 
dimension. The Sequential Feature Selection (SFS) method is 
applied in this paper, which select the most influenced variables 
for the output. The reduced network is further classified by ANN 
and SVM model. The Data set for the ANN and SVM network has 
been taken from the real records of the multi-specialty hospitals. 
The SVM and DE optimized SVM results are compared with 
another classification model called Artificial Neural Networks. 
The test results show the betterment of DE optimized SVM which 
give the classification of ASD child very accurately compare with 
ANN and DE optimized ANN. 
 

Index Terms: ASD, ANN, DE, SVM classification, SFS.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

  In today’s world, the growth of population increases the 

diseases which cause human death. The diseases are 
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commonly diagnosed by particular tests such as blood test and 
urine test. There are some other diseases which are not 
diagnosed by the blood test. The one type of such disease is 
called Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD). Mostly, the ASD 
symptoms appear at the childhood of first two years and it 
causes have been linked with genetic and neurological factors 
[1]. At this age, since the children are not even starting to talk, 
it is difficult to diagnose the problem accurately.  Chakrabarti 
et al., [2] proposed the first candidate-gene association study 
of Asperger syndrome (AS) and of autistic traits. In this paper, 
it is proposed that, the genetic factor is important cause for 
ASD. 19 genes are significantly associated with Autism 
Spectrum Quotient in a population sample. Lord C et al., [3] 
proposed the Autism Diagnostic Observation 
Schedule-Generic (ADOS-G) MODEL. It consists of four 
models of 30-minute observational schedule to diagnose the 
ASD. This proposed model sensitivities and specificities for 
autism is excellent diagnostic model. C. Johnson et al., [4] 
proposed the tool kit which contain screening and 
surveillance tool for ASD children. The screening test results 
give various actions that has to be followed based on the risk 
level of ASD. By this literature, it is come to know that, there 
are various symptoms the doctors need to identify to decide 
about ASD. But these symptoms are huge and there is some 
screening test need to do for finding the risk stages of ASD. 
It's generally based on the level of impairments and how they 
impact the ability to function [5]. Though the ASD consist of 
some common signs, the ASD children has unique mixture of 
symptoms, severity can sometimes be difficult to determine. 
So, it is necessary to develop on - line tool to diagnose the 
problem at quick manner. 
 There are so many on- line classification tool available to 
classify the disease very fast. C. Amrit et al., [6] proposed the 
Decision Support System to identify the possible way of child 
abuse from the child health data of Netherlands. In this paper, 
authors used data mining technique and machine learning 
algorithm to detect the patterns of possible child abuse in the 
given data. FadiThabtah [7] proposed machine learning tools 
for ASD diagnostic issue. Among all diagnostic algorithm 
used, SVM is chosen as a best tool for prediction of ASD due 
to its higher accuracy of classification. In [8], the ASD is 
classified by three techniques such as ANN, SVM and fuzzy 
logic. It is proven that the usage of machine learning 
algorithm is reduced the autism diagnosing time very 
drastically in [9].  
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In this paper the author used ADTree algorithm to limit the 
available input features. In this paper Autism Diagnostic 
Observation Schedule (ADOS) module has been developed to 
classify the data set.  And the  
classification result of ADOS is compared with [10] and [11].  
In [12], it is proposed, combination of different approaches 
yields with the good features of the methods like genetic, 
rough sets, bayesian network for the most important items 
derived from multiple parameters. The two processes 
involved are attributes reduction and uncertain reasoning 
technique. 
 The online techniques have classified the ASD problems 
quickly, but still the accuracy of the classification is one of the 
challenging tasks for the Doctors. Some unique character 
child or the ASD child with some other Disease is not limited 
by the symptoms considered for autism. At this point, it is not 
able to classify the autism child accurately only by using this 
SVM or ANN classifier. So, it is necessary to use some 
optimization algorithm to tune the SVM parameter to bring 
the better result. For the authors’ knowledge, till now there is 
no paper related to optimization algorithm based SVM tuning 
method for the ADS classification problem. 
 Support Vector Machine is a supervised learning 
Algorithm applied for both pattern recognition and 
classification problems [13]. By selecting optimal hyper plane 
between the vectors, SVM maximize the margins, which give 
accurate classification results. The non-linear problems also 
classified based on the kernel transformation in where the 
vectors are separated in the higher dimension. The optimum 
separation of the vectors can be done by proper tuning of the 
SVM parameters such as gamma and sigma value. The 
Gamma parameter defines how far the influence of margin 
reaches the vectors and sigma parameter defines how much 
the misclassification can be avoided [14]. Various 
classification and extrapolation algorithms are discussed in 
[15]. So, the proper selection of the parameter gives accurate 
classification. The proper selection of the SVM parameter can 
be achieved through optimization algorithm called 
Differential Evolution Algorithm (DEA). 
 DEA is a new heuristic Optimization algorithm has few 
advantages over other optimization algorithm such as fast 
convergence values and few control parameters [16]. Like 
Genetic Algorithm it consists of typical selection and 
crossover process. The main difference between the GA and 
DEA is, it consists of more than 10 mutation strategy which 
can give better results based on the application. The DEA 
tuned SVM can be applied in [17] for energy calculation 
application. In this paper, the results are compared with ANN 
and DEA tuned SVM to show the betterment of proposed 
system. The slurry flow in the pipeline of chemical industry 
can be identified through the DEA tuned SVM in [18]. 
 The on – line estimation methods give best classification 
accuracy, but the large number of input variables make the 
network complex and slow down the processing time. And at 
the same time, small numbers of input variables are not 
enough to give good prediction output. So, the input variables 
should be fit to give best solution. In this proposed work, the 
Sequential Feature Selection method is applied to identify the 
influenced variables for the classification. In [19], the medical 
diabetes classification is done by SFS method. The 

hand-written digits classification is also done in this paper. 
 In this proposed method, DEA is used to tune the SVM 
parameters such as gamma and sigma to give best accuracy in 
ASD diagnosis. DE optimized SVM network gives accurate 
classification for ADS. The DEA tuned SVM classification 
accuracy results are compared with DEA tuned ANN which 
shows the good accuracy of DEA – SVM.  

II. INTRODUCTION TO SVM 

 Support Vector Machine (SVM) [14] algorithm is used for 
ASD because of its accuracy in classification for large data 
even the number of samples are lesser. SVM classifier is 
predominantly used as for classification algorithms. SVM is a 
supervised learning algorithm methodology, when the dataset 
which is used, have both features and class labels. If the 
features and class labels are not available, they are classified 
as unsupervised learning. For supervised learning, an SVM 
classifier builds a model to predict for different cases. If two 
classes are available, then they are named as binary SVM 
classifier. Based on its linearity, they are categorised as linear 
and non-linear classifier. Linear classifier model is used to 
estimate the straight hyper plane from two classes by 
maximising the distance from plane to the closest data on the 
two classes. In non-linear model, dataset is separated into 
different classes and the data points are plotted in a larger 
dimension to find the maximum margin. 
 The main concept of SVM is that when a set of data points 
are given, which belong to either of two classes, an optimal 
separating hyper plane for maximizing the distance (from 
closest points) of either class to the separating hyper plane, 
and minimizing the risk of misclassifying the training samples 
and the unseen test samples. The approach of SVM is to 
formulate a constraint-based optimisation problem, and then 
to solve it using quadratic programming (QP). Figure 1 gives 
the diagrammatic representation of the SVM method. 
The training data samples near the boundary planes are called 
as support vectors. Nonlinear data could be mostly dealt by 
SVM by mapping the species of low dimensionality derived 
from input to higher dimensionality for effective 
classification. Even if the classified data are inseparable SVM 
can work on it. Also, it can work with number of samples and 
does not depend on the number of genes. This specific 
characteristic feature of SVM is very much useful for the 
problems with low ratio of samples to genes. But, as the 
number of genes is reduced, the SVM performance increases. 
Mostly Kernel functions are used to solve SVM classification 
problems. 

 
Fig 1. SVM Model 
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The optimal hyper plane is computed as per the following 
equation, 

  0)(xf                                (1) 

Where,   is known as the weight vector and 0  is the bias. 

The hyper plane is given by an infinite way by optimising   
and . Among various representations, the way chosen for 
hyperplane is given by equation 2.  

1|| 0                              (2)  

Where,  is the shortest distant vector to the hyperplane. 

Normally these vectors are given as support vectors. This 
representation is known as the canonical hyper plane.  

Distance between distant point x and a hyperplane  0,   

is given by the equation 3.  

distance=


 0
                         (3) 

 In particular, for the canonical hyper plane, the numerator 
is equal to one and the distance to the support vectors is 

Distancesupport vectors=


 0 =

1       (4) 

The margin is denoted as M, which is twice the distance to the 
closest data, 

M=

2                               (5) 

Finally, the problem of maximizing M is equivalent to the 
problem of minimizing a function L(β) subject to some 
constraints. The constraints model the requirement for the 
hyperplane to classify correctly all the training examples i . 

Formally, 

  2

, 2

1
min

0




L  subject to   iy ii  10 ,          (6)  

where yi represents each labels of the training examples. 
This is a problem of Lagrangian optimization that can be 
solved using Lagrange multipliers to obtain the weight vector   
and the bias   as in Equ. (1) of the optimal hyperplane. 

III. DIFFERENTIAL EVOLUTION ALGORITHM 

(DEA) FOR SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (SVM) 

Differential Evolution Algorithm (DEA) is an easiest 
optimisation technique which has a capability to converge 
quickly for optimum solution. The steps involved in DEA are 
selection of parameters, mutation, cross over and selection 
process. The foremost step is to initialise the parameters, 
which has to be optimised. Those are generated as random 
variables within limits. After initialisation, fitness values are 
evaluated for individual population. Next mutation is done by 
mating the arithmetic combinations of population. It is 
followed by crossover and selection process. Finally, the best 
values are selected for next epoch. 

The objective of applying DEA is to tune the SVM 
parameters so as to maximize the classification accuracy. The 
classification accuracy is determined from the confusion 
matrix of the testing data set. The representation of confusion 
matrix is shown in Table 1 

 
 
 

Table 1. Confusion matrix. 

 Wrongly 
Predicted 

Correctly 
Predicted 

Actual No True Negative False Positive 

Actual Yes False Negative True Positive 

 
The objective function for DE is given by, 

)()( AccuracyclassifyxF                                       (7) 

Where,  
Classification Accuracy= (True Positive+ True 

Negative)/Total no of instances.  
In order to effectively analyse the network performance 

some of the parameters that define the correct classification. 
They are precision, Recall, F-measures. They are given as, 

Precision =  
Yes Predicted

Positive True                   (8) 

Recall = 
Negative FalsePositive True

Positive True


          (9) 

F-measures = 
Precision  Recall

Precision * Recall*2


                          (10)  

The algorithm for implementing DEA for SVM is 
explained step by step in the following section. The flowchart 
of the algorithm is also given in fig.2  

1. The parameters sigma and gamma are to be optimised. 
The variables to be optimised are normal integers in DE 
iteration. 

2. For implementing SVM using DEA, accuracy 
maximization is considered as a fitness function. (Equ. no. 7) 
This step involves the following steps  
SVM method for minimising error is given below. 

i. SVM network is initialised by input, training, testing 
and output data. 

ii. Input and output combinations of training data are 
normalised. 

iii. Input and output combinations of testing data are 
normalised. 

iv. Training is done as explained in previous section 
after the parameters are normalised. 

v. Training phase is followed by testing phase where the 
classification accuracy is calculated. 

3. Next step is mutation process wherein randomly selected 
vector will be mutated. 

4. Cross over is done between random vector and mutant 
vector and a new vector is generated. 

5. The selection process selects the vector for surviving for  
the next generation. It compares the fitness function of the 
trail vector and target vector. 
 These steps are continued until prescribed generation is 
reached. The selected parameters are considered as optimum 
value when the error is minimised. 
  The important in machine learning algorithm is feature 
selection. Feature selection is also called as variable selection 
or attributes selection. This is mainly done for reduction in the 
dimensionality to reduce the complexity in computation and  
to improve the generalisation 
ability. 
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Feature extraction and feature selection are the different 
approaches to reduce the dimensionality. 
Feature extraction reduces the dimensionality of the vectors, 
but the number of features remains same. Feature selection 
reduces the number of original features but it retains the 
required information for classification. 

 
Fig. 2 Flowchart for Proposed DE SVM Algorithm  

IV. FEATURE SELECTION 

For feature selection problem consider a vector whose input is 
represented as, 
XRk and their respective class labels are denoted as Y∈ {1, 
−1}. Let, 

F={f1,f2,...,fk}            (11) 
This can be taken as the set of all features under test, and let 

S={(X(l),Y(l))|l=1,2,...,N}={[x1(l)x2(l)...xk(l)]T,Y(l)| l= 1, 
..., N}                         (12) 
represents the set of training data that contains N pairs, where 
xi (l) is the numerical value of feature,  fi for the ith training 
sample. The goal of feature selection is to find a minimal set 
of  features   
Fs= {fs1,fs2,...,fsd}            (13) 
represent the input vector X in a lower dimensional feature 
space as  
     Xs=[xs1xs2... xsd]            (14) 
Where d<k, and the classifier is obtained in the dimension of 
low range and also the accuracy obtained is improved. 
Generally feature selection is categorised into filter methods 
and wrapper methods.  The wrapper method is more efficient 
than filter method due to the feedback network. Due to its 
better performance sequential forward feature selection 
method is used for feature selection. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on methodology proposed in section III, different 
supervised learning network has been developed for 
classification of Autism data set. (ASD/No ASD). The Autism 
screening fortoddlers data set is taken from Kaggle 
repository. [20]. This data set contains 1054 instances.  It has 
18 attributes and one class variable. The data class variable is 
categorised as ASD and no ASD. Hence it has been changed 
as two variables to represent different class. The class 
variable ASD has first element as one and second element as 
zero while no ASD has first element as zero and second 
element as one. 

After reconnoitering a data set it is clear that, the data have 
18 attributes and two class variables.  The first 10 variables 
are YES/NO question (1 or 0), next 8 attributes are age, Score 
by Q-chat-10, Sex, Ethnicity, born with jaundice, Family 
member with ASD history, who is completing the test and 
Why are you taken the screening respectively.  All this 
variable is taken as input for developing the network. Out of 
1054 instances, 73 % data is used for training and the 
remaining 27 % data is used for testing. The simulation is 
carried for entire data set as well as reduced data set. 
Sequential Forward feature Selection method is used in 
proposed work and the results are compared with the Random 
forest method. The network is developed  by using 
MATLAB. 

 There are totally eight different networks have been 
developed for classifying Autism data set. They are, 

Network 1: Artificial neural network (ANN) without 
feature reduction. 
Network 2: Support Vector Reduction (SVM) without 
feature reduction. 
Network 3: DE tuned ANN without feature reduction. 
Network 4: DE tuned SVM without feature reduction. 
Network 5: ANN with feature reduction. 
Network 6: SVM with feature reduction. 
Network 7: DE tuned ANN with feature reduction. 
Network 8: DE tuned SVM with feature reduction. 
 
 
 
 
The performance of all this developed network are 

analysed by classification accuracy, Precision, Recall, 
F-Measures and simulation time. 
Simulation Study 
This following discusses the performance of different 
developed network for classifying autism data set. 

A. Artificial neural network (ANN) without feature 
reduction. 

In this section the performance of ANN without data 
reduction is presented. The network has 17 inputs and two 
class variables (ASD, no ASD). The network is trained with 
scaled conjugate gradient method up to the stopping criteria. 
Entire 1054 instances are used for network development in 
which 778 (73 %) used for 
training and 276 (27 %) used 
for testing (30%) the network.  
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The parameters used for ANN development and testing 
performance of developed ANN network is given in Table.2 
Table 2: Performance of ANN for Autism data set 
classification 

Network Parameters Performance Analysis 
Number 
of Hidden 
layer 

Learn
ing 
Rate 

Mom
entum 
factor 

Ac
cur
ac
y 

Prec
isio
n 

Rec
all 

F-me
asures 

Trai
ning 
time 
in 
sec 

6 0.5 0.3 87.
32
% 

84.9
3% 

72.0
9% 

77.09
% 

48.5  

The Network parameters such as number of hidden layer, 
learning rate and momentum factor are user defined variables. 
The values for the variables are chosen randomly. From this 
performance analysis it is inferred that ANN classify the 
Autism data not up to the level. The training time taken for the 
classification is also 48.5 sec which is long for big data set. 
 The Regression plot and confusion matrix of ANN 
classifier is shown in fig 3. The regression value is also 0.808 
that shows average performance of ANN.  The regression plot 
gives how close the output values are with target values. From 
this figure it is inferred that how much output value outlier 
with target value. The confusion matrix shows the 
performance of the ANN model for the given classifier set. 
 The confusion matrix analyses the test data set and gives 
the detail about what is correct in the performed model and 
what error the network has been done. From the matrix it is 
concluded that the right work done in the model is only 87.3% 

 

 
Fig.3 Regression and Confusion matrix 

B. Support Vector Reduction (SVM) without feature 
reduction. 

This section provides the performance analysis of Support 
Vector classifier for Autism data set. The same data set is used 
for SVM classifier also. The network is trained with algorithm 
presented in section III. 

The network parameters and performance of SVM 

classifier is given in Table 3. The network parameters gamma 
and sigma are chosen randomly. Radial basis function 
classifier used in SVM training. 

Table 3: Performance of SVM for Autism data set 
classification 

Network 
Parameters 

Performance Analysis 

Ga
m
ma 

Sig
ma 

Accura
cy 

Precision Recall F-measure
s 

Trainin
g time 
in sec 

1 4 94.57% 100% 82.56
% 

90.45% 2.3 

 The Accuracy and precision are far better than ANN but it 
not only guaranteed the best performance because the 
remaining performance parameters such as Recall and 
F-measures are not upto the level.  The Regression plot, 
Confusion matrix and RoC are shown in fig 4. The Regression 
value of SVM network is increased slightly compared with 
ANN network. The confusion matrix gives 94.6% of correct 
classification which is more than ANN network. 

 

 

 
Fig 4. Regression plot, Confusion matrix and RoC of 

SVM Classifier. 
From this fig 4, it is clear that the regression is only about 

0.89 it also indicates the 
classifier is performing better. 
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C. Network 3: DE tuned ANN without feature reduction. 

One of the challenges in ANN classifier is selection of 
network parameters such as number of hidden layers, learning 
rate and momentum factor. All these parameters are influence 
the performance of ANN. Proper selection of all these 
parameters improve the network performance. In this 
proposed work, Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm is 
adopted to find the optimal value of ANN network 
parameters. The DE parameters are given below. 

Table 4: Parameters of DEA  
Parameters of DE 
Number of populations 50 
Maximum number of iterations 100 
Mutation Strategy DE/rand/bin/1 
Scaling Factor F 0.5 
Crossover rate CR  0.8 
Number of Decision variable 2 

The table 5 shows the optimal network parameters obtained 
by DE and performance of DE tuned ANN classifier for 
Autism data set. The same data set is used in this network also. 
The upper and lower limit for the number of hidden layer, 
learning rate and momentum factor are 1-100, 0-1 and 0-1 
respectively. 

Table 5: Performance of DE tuned ANN for Autism data set 
classification  

Optimal Network 
Parameters 

Obtained from DE 

Performance Analysis 

Numb
er of 

Hidde
n 

layer 

Learnin
g Rate 

Momen
tum 

factor 

Acc
urac

y 

Precisi
on 

Re
call 

F-m
easu
res 

Trai
ning 
time 
in 
sec 

16 0.5383 0.9102 91.6
7% 

82.47% 93.
02
% 

87.4
3% 

210 

The accuracy of DE tuned ANN is increased with optimal 
network parameters. The remaining parameters such as 
Precision, Recall and F-Measures also improved when 
compared to normal DE tuned ANN classifier. But again, 
accuracy is only about 92 %. So, it is necessary to develop a 
network for more accurate classification.  But the training 
time is high because DE is iterative method. It takes time to 
converge. This is the drawback in tuning of network 
parameters. The Regression plot, Confusion matrix and RoC 
for DE-ANN classifier is shown in fig. 5. From this figure, it is 
evident that the regression level still needs to be improved. 

 

 

 
Fig. 5 Regression plot, Confusion Matrix and RoCfor 

DE-ANN classifier 

D. DE tuned SVM without feature reduction. 

In this section, the performance of DE-SVM classifiers for 
Autism data set is presented. In SVM also the user defined 
parameters such as gamma and sigma have to be carefully 
chosen.  These two parameters have great impact on SVM 
performance. In this work, the DE optimization is applied to 
find the optimal parameters of SVM in order to improve the 
accuracy of the classifier.The optimal parameters of SVM and 
the testing performance of DE SVM classifier is given in 
Table 6. The entire Autism data set is used for network 
classifier. 

 
Table 6: Performance of DE-SVM for Autism data set 

classification 
Network 

Parameter
s 

Performance Analysis 

Ga
m
m
a 

Sigm
a 

Accuracy Precis
ion 

Recall F-
me
asu
res 

Traini
ng 
time 
in sec 

1 8.61
7986 

98.9130
% 

100% 96.51
% 

98.
22
% 

128 

 The network performance improved noticeably, when 
SVM parameters is tuned with DE. Table 6 shows the 
improved values of accuracy and precision. The accuracy and 
all other parameters are reasonably good for classification of 
Autism data set. Training time is slightly higher because of 
DE iterative process. 
The regression plot and confusion matrix are shown in fig 6. 

From this figure it is clear that regression also improved well  
with DE based SVM classifier. The convergence plot of 
DE-SVM is also given in fig 7. This graph shows the good 
convergence behaviour of 
DE-SVM. 
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Fig 6. Regression and Confusion matrix for DE SVM 

Classifier 

 
Fig 7. Convergence curve of DE-SVM classifier 

E. Feature Selection for Autism data set 

When developing the machine learning based classifier 
network, data plays major role. The classifier performance 
and complexity depend on the size of training data set. Larger 
data set makes networks learns accurately. But it makes 
network more complex and also it increases training time. 
Hence the real time implementation of machine learning 
classifier is more complex. 

The reduction of data set makes the system simple but at the 
meantime reduction of data set cannot affect the classifier 
performance. Hence, it is essential to identify the impactable 
attributes for the class variable. Only these impactable 
variables used in network development. In this work, Forward 
Sequential search Method is adopted in order to extract the 
features. Based on the method proposed in section IV, the 
features for Autism data set is extracted from the input. 
Totally 1054 instances with 18 attributes with 2 class 
variables are given as input to Sequential Feature Selection 
method.  

The selected features from the Sequential Feature Selection 
method are shown in fig. 8. Out of 18 features only 3 features 
are selected. The selected features are 3, 10 and 12. The 
selected features are listed in Table 7.  

 
Fig 8. SFS Selected Features 

Table 7. Sequential Feature Selection Performance for 
Autism data set 

No. of 
components 
in 
PATTERN 
vector 

No. of 
components 
in 
FEATURE 
vector 

Dimensionality 
Reduction 

Execution 
Time for 
SFS 
Method   

18 3 (3,10,12) 82.3529% 1.0039 secs 

From this result it is inferred that the Dimensionality of the 
network almost reduced to 82%. It makes the data set very 
simple. Now, the data set has only 3 attributes. The 
performance of this method is tested by both ANN and SVM 
and its performance is given in next section. 

F. ANN with feature selection 

 In order to reduce the network complexity and improve the 
performance of the classifier, the data set has been reduced 
with feature selection method. The selected feature (3, 10, and 
12) is only applied to train the classifier. In this section the 
performance of ANN classifier with reduced data set is 
presented. The ANN classifier used, defined parameters such 
as number of hidden layers, learning rate and momentum 
factors are chosen randomly. 
  
 
The network parameters and performance of the classifier is 
given in Table 8. From this table it is clear that network 
classify the data accurately even with reduced data. The 
training time also reduced compared to ANN classifier with 
full data set. The regression plot and Confusion matrix for the 
ANN classifier is shown in fig.9. From this graph it is evident 
that regression also improved compared with normal ANN 
classifier. 

Table 8: Performance of ANN for Autism data set 
classification with feature selection 

Network 
Parameters 

Performance Analysis 

Num
ber 
of 
Hidd
en 
layer 

Learni
ng 
Rate 

Mom
entum 
factor 

Accur
acy 

Prec
ision 

Recall F-mea
sures 

Traini
ng 
time 
in sec 

6 0.5 0.3 94.20
% 

100
% 

81.40
% 

89.74
% 

21 
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Fig. 9 Regression Plot and Confusion matrix of ANN with 

feature selection 

G. SVM with feature selection 

 In this section the performance of SVM with feature 
selected data is presented. The SVM classifier is trained with 
3 selected features and two class variables. The user defined 
data for SVM such as gamma and sigma are chosen randomly. 
 Table 9 shows the randomly chosen user defined 
parameters and its performance analysis. From this table it is 
inferred that the performance improved better compared to 
normal SVM. The regression plot and confusion matrix given 
in fig 10. This is also indicating the better performance of 
SVM classifier. 

Table 9: Performance of SVM for Autism data set 
classification with feature selection 

Network 
Parameters 

Performance Analysis 

Gam
ma 

Sigma Accura
cy 

Precisi
on 

Re
cal
l 

F-mea
sures 

Traini
ng 

time 
in sec 

1 0.01 99.64% 100% 98.
84
% 

99.42% 2 

 

 
Fig 10. Regression plot and confusion matrix of SVM with 

feature selection 

H. DE tuned ANN with feature reduction 

 In order to reduce the difficulty in choosing the user 
defined parameters for ANN, DE is applied to tune ANN 
parameters. The ANN classifier is trained with selected 
features. The table 10 shows the optimal parameters and 
performance analysis of DE tuned ANN classifier. From this 
table, it is clear that the network performance is better. The 
figure 11 shows the Regression plot and confusion matrix for 
DE-SVM classifier with feature selection. 
Table 10: Performance of DE tuned ANN for Autism data set 

classification with feature selection 
Optimal Network 

Parameters 
Obtained from DE 

Performance Analysis 

Numb
er of 
Hidde
n layer 

Lear
ning 
Rate 

Mom
entum 
factor 

Accura
cy 

Precis
ion 

Recall F-mea
sures 

Trai
ning 
time 
in 
sec 

36 0.76
87 

0.059
5 

97.46% 100% 91.86
% 

95.76
% 

180 
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Fig 11. Regression plot and confusion matrix for DE-ANN 

classifier with feature selection 

I. DE tuned SVM with feature reduction 

 Finally, the DE tuned SVM classifier is developed for more 
accurate classification of reduced data set. In this work, SVM 
parameters such as gamma and sigma are tuned with DE. The 
SVM trained with selected features. Hence network has 1054 
instances with 3 inputs and two class output. 
 The performance and optimal parameters of DE tuned 
SVM with feature selection is given in table 11. From this 
table it is clear that, all network performance parameters are 
100%, which means this network is superior classifier 
network for Autism data set. The fig 12 shows the regression 
and confusion plot of DE SVM with feature selection. From 
this graph, it is evident that the regression value is one, which 
means, network works very accurately. 

Table 11: Performance of DE-SVM for Autism data set 
classification 

Network 
Parameters 

Performance Analysis 

Gamma Sig
ma 

Accuracy Precision Recall F-mea
sures 

Trai
ning 
time 
in 
sec 

23.63618
5 
 

9.01
318
4 
 

100% 100% 100% 100% 105 

 

 
Fig 12. Regression plot and confusion matrix for 

DE-SVM classifier with feature selection 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, Machine learning tool is used for Data mining 
application. The Autistic Spectrum Disorder (ASD) data set 
has large dimension matrix. The ASD data set is applied in 
SVM network to find the ASD classification. The accuracy, 
precision, recall, F measures and Timings of the network have 
been analysed. The user defined ANN and SVM parameters 
are optimized through Differential Evolutionary Algorithm. 
DE tuned SVM network has given good performance 
compared with simple ANN network, simple SVM network 
and DE tuned ANN network.The ASD data set is further 
reduced by SFS feature selection method. Based on the 
impact of input variables on the output variable, 18 input 
attributes of ASD network is reduced to 3. Hence, for the 
reduced network, the DE tuned SVM model is applied and the 
performance analysis have been made. The results show the 
better performance of proposed DE tuned SVM network with 
future reduction model compared with reduced feature of 
simple ANN, Simple SVM and DE tuned ANN network.  This 
Online ASD classifier can be used in the real time diagnosing 
application. In future, the usage of Online ASD classifier will 
reduce the ignorance of the disease and give the initial 
awareness about the disease. This proposed method is helpful 
for the physicians to identify the disease very soon with more 
accurately. Once the Autism is identified at earlier stage with 
perfect level, it is better for physician to give the medicine 
accordingly, which will reduce the number of ASD patient in 
India. 
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